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Abstract
One of the first and easy to use techniques for proving run time bounds for evolutionary
algorithms is the so-called method of fitness levels by Wegener. It uses a partition of
the search space into a sequence of levels which are traversed by the algorithm in
increasing order, possibly skipping levels. An easy, but often strong upper bound for
the run time can then be derived by adding the reciprocals of the probabilities to leave
the levels (or upper bounds for these). Unfortunately, a similarly effective method
for proving lower bounds has not yet been established. The strongest such method,
proposed by Sudholt (2013), requires a careful choice of the viscosity parameters γi, j ,
0 ≤ i < j ≤ n. In this paper we present two new variants of the method, one for upper
and one for lower bounds. Besides the level leaving probabilities, they only rely on
the probabilities that levels are visited at all. We show that these can be computed or
estimated without greater difficulties and apply our method to reprove the following
known results in an easy and natural way. (i) The precise run time of the (1+1) EA
on LeadingOnes. (ii) A lower bound for the run time of the (1+1) EA on OneMax,
tight apart from an O(n) term. (iii) A lower bound for the run time of the (1+1) EA
on long k-paths (which differs slightly from the previous result due to a small error
in the latter). We also prove a tighter lower bound for the run time of the (1+1) EA
on jump functions by showing that, regardless of the jump size, only with probability
O(2−n) the algorithm can avoid to jump over the valley of low fitness.
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1 Introduction

The theoryof evolutionary computation aims at explaining thebehavior of evolutionary
algorithms, for example by giving detailed run time analyses of such algorithms on
certain test functions, defined on some search space (for this paper we will focus on
{0, 1}n). The first general method for conducting such analyzes is the fitness level
method (FLM) [60,61]. The idea of this method is as follows. We partition the search
space into a number m of sections (“levels”) in a linear fashion, so that all elements
of later levels have better fitness than all elements of earlier levels. For the algorithm
to be analyzed we regard the best-so-far individual and the level it is in. Since the
best-so-far individual can never move to lower levels, it will visit each level at most
once (possibly staying there for some time). Suppose we can show that, for any level
i < m which the algorithm is currently in, the probability to leave this level is at least
pi . Then, bounding the expected waiting for leaving a level i by 1/pi , we can derive
an upper bound for the run time of

∑m−1
i=1 1/pi by pessimistically assuming that we

visit (and thus have to leave) each level i < m before reaching the target level m. The
fitness level method allows for simple and intuitive proofs and has therefore frequently
been applied. Variations of it come with tail bounds [64], work for parallel EAs [47],
regard populations [62] or admit non-elitist EAs [8,22,25,44].

While very effective for proving upper bounds, it seems much harder to use fitness
level arguments to prove lower bounds (see Theorem 5 for an early attempt). The
first (and so far only) to devise a fitness level-based lower bound method that gives
competitive bounds was Sudholt [59]. His approach uses viscosity parameters γi, j ,
0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, which control the probability of the algorithm to jump from one
level i to a higher level j (see Sect. 3.3 for details). While this allows for deriving
strong results, the application is rather technical due to the many parameters and the
restrictions they have to fulfill.

In this paper, we propose a new variant of the FLM for lower bounds, which is
easier to use and which appears more intuitive. For each level i , we regard the visit
probability vi , that is, the probability that level i is visited at all during a run of the
algorithm. This way we can directly characterize the run time of the algorithm as∑m−1

i=1 vi/pi when pi is the precise probability to leave level i independent of where
on level i the algorithm is.1 When only estimates for these quantities are known, e.g.,
because the level leaving probability is not independent from the current state, then
we obtain the corresponding upper or lower bounds on the expected run time (see
Sect. 3.4 for details).

We first use this method to give the precise expected run time of the (1+ 1) EA on
LeadingOnes in Sect. 4. While this run time was already well-understood before, it
serves as a simple demonstration of the ease with which our method can be applied.

Next, in Sect. 5, we give a bound on the expected run time of the (1 + 1) EA on
OneMax, precise apart from terms of orderΘ(n). Such bounds have also been known
before, but needed much deeper methods (see Sect. 5.3 for a detailed discussion).
Sudholt’s lower bound method has also been applied to this problem, but gave a

1 Note that this formula can also be inferred by considering occupations times for the Markov chain within
the set {1, ...,m − 1}, see [50].
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slightly weaker bound deviating from the truth by an O(n log log n) term. In addition
to the precise result, we feel that our FLM with visit probabilities gives a clearer
structure of the proof than the previous works.

In Sect. 6, we prove tighter lower bounds for the run time of the (1+1) EA on jump
functions. We do so by determining (asymptotically precise) the probability that in a
run of the (1+ 1) EA on a jump function the algorithm does not reach a non-optimal
search point outside the fitness valley (and thus does not have to jump over this valley).
Interestingly, this probability is only O(2−n) regardless of the jump size (width of the
valley).

Finally, in Sect. 7, we consider the (1+ 1) EA on so-called long k-paths. We show
how the FLM with visit probabilities can give results comparable to those of the FLM
with viscosities while again being much simpler to apply.

2 The (1+ 1) EA

In this paper we consider exactly one randomized search heuristic, the (1 + 1) EA.
It maintains a single individual, the best it has seen so far. Each iteration it uses
standard bit mutation with mutation rate p ∈ (0, 1) (flipping each bit of the bit string
independently with probability p) and keeps the result if and only if it is at least as
good as the current individual under a given fitness function f . We give a more formal
definition in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: The (1 + 1) EA to maximize f : {0, 1}n → R.
1 Let x be a uniformly random bit string from {0, 1}n ;
2 while optimum not reached do
3 y ← mutatep(x);
4 if f (y) ≥ f (x) then x ← y

3 The Fitness Level Methods

The fitness level method is typically phrased in terms of a fitness-based partition, that
is, a partition of the search space into sets A1, . . . , Am such that elements of later
sets have higher fitness. We first introduce this concept and abstract away from it to
ease the notation. After this, in Sect. 3.2, we state the original FLM. In Sect. 3.3 we
describe the lower bound based on the FLM from Sudholt [59], before presenting our
own variant, the FLM with visit probabilities, in Sect. 3.4.

3.1 Level Processes

Definition 1 (Fitness-Based Partition [61]) Let f : {0, 1}n → R be a fitness function.
A partition A1, . . . , Am of {0, 1}n is called a fitness-based partition if for all i, j ≤ m
with i < j and x ∈ Ai , y ∈ A j , we have f (x) < f (y).
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We will use the following shorthands. We write [a..b] for the set {i ∈ Z | a ≤ i ≤
b}; for x ∈ {0, 1}n we write ‖x‖1 as the number of 1s in x . For a given fitness-based
partition and i < m, we write A≥i = ⋃m

j=i A j and A≤i = ⋃i
j=1 A j .

In order to simplify our notation, we focus on processes on [1..m] (the levels) with
underlying Markov chain as follows.

Definition 2 (Non-decreasing Level Process) A stochastic process (Xt )t on [1..m] is
called a non-decreasing level process if and only if (i) there exists a Markov process
(Yt )t over a state space S such that there is an � : S → [1..m] with �(Yt ) = Xt for
all t , and (ii) the process (Xt )t is non-decreasing, that is, we have Xt+1 ≥ Xt with
probability one for all t .

We laterwant to analyze algorithms in terms of non-decreasing level processes,making
the transition as follows. Suppose we have an algorithm with state space {0, 1}n .
Denoting by Yt the best among the first t search points generated by the algorithm,
this defines aMarkov chain (Yt )t in the state space S = {0, 1}n , the runof the algorithm.
Further, suppose the algorithm optimizes a fitness function f such that the state of the
algorithm is non-decreasing in terms of fitness. In order to get a non-decreasing level
process, we can now define any fitness-based partition and get a corresponding level
function � : S → [1..m] by mapping any x ∈ S to the unique i with x ∈ Ai . Then the
process (�(Yt ))t is a non-decreasing level process.

The main reason for us to use the formal notion of a level process is the property
formalized in the following lemma. Essentially, if a level process makes progress
with probability at least p in each iteration (regardless of the precise current state),
then the expected number of iterations until the process progresses is at most 1/p.
This situation resembles a geometric distribution, but does not assume independence
of the different iterations (one could show that the time to progress is stochastically
dominated by a geometric distribution with success rate p, but we do not need this
level of detail).

Lemma 3 Let (Xt )t be a non-decreasing level process with underlying Markov chain
(Yt )t and level function �. Assume Xt starts on some particular level. Let p ∈ (0, 1]
be a lower bound on the probability for the level process to leave this level regardless
of the state of the underlying Markov chain. Then the expected first time t such that
Xt changes is at most 1/p.

Analogously, if p is an upper bound, the expected time t such that Xt changes is at
least 1/p.

Proof We let (Zt )t be the stochastic process on {0, 1} such that Zt is 1 if and only if
Xt > X0. According to our assumptions, we have, for all t before the first time that
Zt = 1, that E[Zt+1 − Zt | Zt ] ≥ p. From the additive drift theorem [38,45] we
obtain that the expected first time such that Zt = 1 is bounded by 1/p as desired. The
“analogously” clause follows analogously. �	

3.2 Original Fitness Level Method

The following theorem contains the original Fitness LevelMethod andmakes the basic
principle formal.
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Theorem 4 (Fitness Level Method, upper bound [61]) Let (Xt )t be a non-decreasing
level process (as detailed in Definition 2).

For all i ∈ [1..m − 1], let pi be a lower bound on the probability of a state change
of (Xt )t , conditional on being in state i . Then the expected time for (Xt )t to reach the
state m is

E[T ] ≤
m−1∑

i=1

1

pi
.

This bound is very simple, yet strong. It is based on the idea that, in the worst
case, all levels have to be visited sequentially. Note that one can improve this bound
(slightly) by considering only those levels which come after the (random) start level
X0 (by changing the start of the sum to X0 instead of 1 and then taking expectation).
Intuitively, low levels that are never visited do not need to be left.

There is a lower bound based on the observation that at least the initial level has to
be left (if it was not the last level).

Theorem 5 (Fitness Level Method, lower bound [61]) Let (Xt )t be a non-decreasing
level process (as detailed in Definition 2).

For all i ∈ [1..m−1], let pi be an upper bound on the probability of a state change,
conditional on being in state i . Then the expected time for (Xt )t to reach the state m
is

E[T ] ≥
m−1∑

i=1

Pr[X0 = i] 1
pi

.

This bound is very weak since it assumes that the first improvement on the initial
search point already finds the optimum.

We note, very briefly, that a second main analysis method, drift analysis, also
has additional difficulties with lower bounds. Additive drift [38], multiplicative drift
[20], and variable drift [40,49] all easily give upper bounds for run times, however,
only the additive drift theorem yields lower bounds with the same ease. The existing
multiplicative [12,24,63] and variable [13,17,32,35] drift theorems for lower bounds
all need significantly stronger assumptions than their counterparts for upper bounds.

3.3 Fitness Level Method with Viscosity

While the upper bound above is strong and useful, the lower bound is typically not
strong enough to give more than a trivial bound. Sudholt [59] gave a refinement of
the method by considering bounds on the transition probabilities from one level to
another.

Theorem 6 (Fitness Level Method with Viscosity, lower bound [59]) Let (Xt )t be a
non-decreasing level process (as detailed in Definition 2). Let χ, γi, j ∈ [0, 1] and
pi ∈ (0, 1] be such that
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– For all t , if Xt = i , the probability that Xt+1 = j is at most pi · γi, j ;
–

∑m
j=i+1 γi, j = 1; and

– For all j > i , we have γi, j ≥ χ
∑m

k= j γi,k .

Then the expected time for (Xt )t to reach the state m is

E[T ] ≥
m−1∑

i=1

Pr[X0 = i] χ

m−1∑

j=i

1

p j
.

This result is much stronger than the original lower bound from Fitness Level Method,
since now the leaving probabilities of all segments are part of the bound, at least with
a fractional impact prescribed by χ . The weakness of the method is that χ has to be
defined globally, the same for all segments i .

There is also a corresponding upper bound as follows; in [59] this result was used
to derive a tight bound for LeadingOnes, but we believe it has otherwise not found
application so far.

Theorem 7 (Fitness Level Method with Viscosity, upper bound [59]) Let (Xt )t be a
non-decreasing level process (as detailed in Definition 2). Let χ, γi, j ∈ [0, 1] and
pi ∈ (0, 1] be such that

– For all t , if Xt = i , the probability that Xt+1 = j is at least pi · γi, j ;
–

∑m
j=i+1 γi, j = 1;

– For all j > i , we have γi, j ≤ χ
∑m

k= j γi,k; and
– For all j ≤ m − 2, we have (1 − χ)p j ≤ p j+1.

Then the expected time for (Xt )t to reach the state m is

E[T ] ≤
m−1∑

i=1

Pr[X0 = i]
⎛

⎝ 1

pi
+ χ

m−1∑

j=i+1

1

p j

⎞

⎠ .

3.4 Fitness Level Method with Visit Probabilities

In this paper, we give a new FLM theorem for proving lower bounds. The underlying
idea is that exactly all those levels that have ever been visited need to be left; thus,
we can use the expected waiting time for leaving a specific level multiplied with the
probability of visiting that level at all. The following theorem makes this idea precise
for lower bounds; Theorem 9 gives the corresponding upper bound. We note that for
the particular case of the optimization of the LeadingOnes problem via (1+ 1)-type
elitist algorithms, our bounds are special cases of [21, Lemma 5] and [27, Theorem 3].

Theorem 8 (Fitness Level Method with visit probabilities, lower bound) Let (Xt )t be
a non-decreasing level process (as detailed in Definition 2). For all i ∈ [1..m − 1],
let pi be an upper bound on the probability of a state change of (Xt )t , conditional on
being in state i . Furthermore, let vi be a lower bound on the probability of there being
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a t such that Xt = i . Then the expected time for (Xt )t to reach the state m is

E[T ] ≥
m−1∑

i=1

vi

pi
.

Proof For each i < m, let Ti be the (random) time spent in level i . Thus,

T =
m−1∑

i=1

Ti .

Let now i < m. We want to show that E[Ti ] ≥ vi/pi . We let E be the event that the
process ever visits level i and compute

E[Ti ] = E[Ti | E]Pr[E] + E[Ti | E]Pr[E] ≥ E[Ti | E]vi .

For all t with Xt = i , with probability at most pi , we have Xt+1 > i . Thus, using
Lemma 3, the expected time until a search point with Xk > i is found is at least 1/pi ,
giving E[Ti | E] ≥ 1/pi as desired. �	

A strength of this formulation is that skipping levels due to a higher initialization
does not need to be taken into account separately (as in the two previous lower bounds),
it is part of the visit probabilities. A corresponding upper bound followswith analogous
arguments.

Theorem 9 (Fitness Level Method with visit probabilities, upper bound) Let (Xt )t be
a non-decreasing level process (as detailed in Definition 2).

For all i ∈ [1..m − 1], let pi be a lower bound on the probability of a state change
of (Xt )t , conditional on being in state i . Furthermore, let vi be an upper bound on
the probability there being a t such that Xt = i . Then the expected time for (Xt )t to
reach the state m is

E[T ] ≤
m−1∑

i=1

vi

pi
.

In a typical application of the method of the FLM, finding good estimates for the
leaving probabilities is easy. It is more complicated to estimate the visit probabilities
accurately, so we propose one possible approach in the following lemma.

Lemma 10 Let (Yt )t be a Markov-process over state space S and � : S → [1..m] a
level function. For all t , let Xt = �(Yt ) and suppose that (Xt )t is non-decreasing.
Further, suppose that (Xt )t reaches state m after a finite time with probability 1.

Let i < m be given. For any x ∈ S and any set M ⊆ S, let x → M denote the
event that the Markov chain with current state x transitions to a state in M. For all j
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let A j = {s ∈ S | �(s) = j}. Suppose there is vi such that, for all x ∈ A≤i−1 with
Pr[x → A≥i ] > 0,

Pr[x → Ai | x → A≥i ] ≥ vi ,

and

Pr[Y0 ∈ Ai | Y0 ∈ A≥i ] ≥ vi .

Then vi is a lower bound for visiting level i as required by Theorem 8.

Proof Let T be minimal such that YT ∈ A≥i . Then the probability that level i is being
visited is Pr[YT ∈ Ai ], since (Xt )t is non-decreasing.

By the law of total probability we can show the claim by showing it first conditional
on T = 0 and then conditional on T �= 0.

We have that T = 0 is equivalent to Y0 ∈ A≥i , thus we have Pr[YT ∈ Ai | T =
0] ≥ vi from the second condition in the statement of the lemma.

Otherwise, let x = YT−1. Since YT ∈ A≥i ,

Pr[YT ∈ Ai | T �= 0] = Pr[YT ∈ Ai | YT ∈ A≥i , T �= 0]
= Pr[x → Ai | x → A≥i , T �= 0]
= Pr[x → Ai | x → A≥i ].

As T was chosen minimally, we have x /∈ A≥i and thus get the desired bound from
the first condition in the statement of the lemma. �	
Implicitly, the lemma suggests to take the minimum of all these conditional proba-
bilities over the different choices for x . Note that this estimate might be somewhat
imprecise since worst-case x might not be encountered frequently. Also note that a
corresponding upper bound for Theorem 9 follows analogously.

4 The Precise Run Time for LeadingOnes

One of the classic fitness functions used for analyzing the optimization behavior of
randomized search heuristics is the LeadingOnes function. Given a bit string x of
length n, the LeadingOnes value of x is defined as the number of 1s in the bit string
before the first 0 (if any). In parallel independent work, the precise expected run time
of the (1+1) EA on the LeadingOnes benchmark function was determined in [7,59].
Even more, the distribution of the run time was determined with variants of the FLM
in [21,27]. As a first simple application of our methods, we now determine the precise
run time of the (1 + 1) EA on LeadingOnes via Theorems 8 and 9.

Theorem 11 Consider the (1 + 1) EA optimizing LeadingOnes with mutation rate
p. Let T be the (random) time for the (1 + 1) EA to find the optimum. Then

E[T ] = 1

2

n−1∑

i=0

1

(1 − p)i p
.
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Proof We want to apply Theorems 8 and 9 simultaneously. We partition the search
space in the canonical way such that, for all i ≤ n, Ai contains the set of all search
points with fitness i . Now we need a precise result for the probability to leave a level
and for the probability to visit a level.

First, we consider the probability pi to leave a given level i < n. Suppose the
algorithm has a current search point in Ai , so it has i leading 1s and then a 0. The
algorithm leaves level Ai now if and only if it flips the first 0 of the bit string (probability
of p) and no previous bits (probability (1 − p)i ). Hence, pi = p(1 − p)i .

Next we consider the probability vi to visit a level i . We claim that it is exactly 1/2,
following reasoning given in several places before [19,59]. We want to use Lemma 10
and its analogue for upper bounds. Let i be given. For the initial search point, if it is
at least on level i (the condition considered by the lemma), the individual is on level i
if and only if the i + 1st bit is a 0, so exactly with probability 1/2 as desired for both
bounds. Before an individual with at least i leading 1s is created, the bit at position
i + 1 remains uniformly random (this can be seen by induction: it is uniform at the
beginning and does not experience any bias in any iteration while no individual with
at least i leading 1s is created). Once such an individual is created, if the bit at position
i +1 is 1, the level i is skipped, otherwise it is visited. Thus, the algorithm skips level i
with probability exactly 1/2, giving vi = 1/2. With these exact values for the pi and
vi , Theorems 8 and 9 immediately yield the claim. �	

By computing the geometric series in Theorem 11, we obtain as a (well-known)
corollary that the (1 + 1) EA with the classic mutation rate p = 1/n optimizes
LeadingOnes in an expected run time of n2 e−1

2 (1 ± o(1)).

5 A Tight Lower Bound for OneMax

In this section, as a more involved example of the usefulness of our general method,
we prove a lower bound for the run time of the (1+1) EA with standard mutation rate
p = 1

n on OneMax, which is only by an additive term of order O(n) below the upper
bound following from the classic fitness level method. This is tighter than the best gap
of order O(n log log n) proven previously with fitness level arguments. Moreover, our
lower bound is the tightest lower bound apart from the significantly more complicated
works that determine the run time precise apart from o(n) terms. We defer a detailed
account of the literature together with a comparison of the methods to Sect. 5.3.

We recall the definition of the OneMax test functions as OneMax(x) = ∑n
i=1 xi ,

the number of 1s in a given bit string x ∈ {0, 1}n . We further use the standard fitness
levels of the OneMax function as given by

Ai := {x ∈ {0, 1}n | OM(x) = i}, i ∈ [0..n].

We use the notation A≥i := ⋃n
j=i A j and A≤i := ⋃i

j=0 A j for all i ∈ [0..n] as
defined above for fitness-based partitions, but with the appropriate bounds 0 and n
instead of 1 and m.

We denote by Tk,� the expected number of iterations the (1 + 1) EA, started with
a search point in Ak , takes to generate a search point in A≥�. We further denote by
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Trand,� the expected number of iterations the (1+ 1) EA started with a random search
point takes to generate a solution in A≥�. These notions extend previously proposed
fine-grained run time notions: Trand,� is the fixed target run time first proposed in
[21] as a technical tool and advocated more broadly in [6]. The time Tk,n until the
optimum is found when starting with fitness k was investigated in [1] when k > n/2,
that is, when starting with a better-than-average solution. We spare the details and
only note that such fine-grained complexity notions (which also include the fixed-
budget complexity proposed in [42]) have given a much better picture on how to use
EAs effectively than the classic run time Trand,n alone. In particular, it was observed
that different parameters or algorithms are preferable when not optimizing until the
optimum or when starting with a good solution.

For all k, � ∈ [0..n], we denote by pk,� the probability that standard bit mutation
with mutation rate p = 1

n creates an offspring in A� from a parent in Ak . We also write
pk,≥� := ∑n

j=� pk, j to denote the probability to generate an individual in A≥� from
a parent in Ak . Then pi := pi,≥i+1 is the probability that the (1 + 1) EA optimizing
OneMax leaves the i-th fitness level.

5.1 Upper and Lower Bounds Via Fitness Levels

Using the notation just introduced, the classic fitness level method (see Theorem 4 and
note that the fitness of the parent individuals describes a non-decreasing level process
with state change probabilities pi ) shows that

Tk,� ≤
�−1∑

i=k

1

pi
=: T̃k,�.

To prove a nearly matching lower bound employing our new methods, we first
analyze the probability that the (1 + 1) EA optimizing OneMax skips a particular
fitness level. Note that if qi is the probability to skip the i-th fitness level, then vi :=
1 − qi is the probability to visit the i-th level as used in Theorem 8.

Lemma 12 Let i ∈ [0..n]. Consider a run of the (1 + 1) EA with mutation rate
p = 1

n on the OneMax function started with a (possibly random) individual x with
OneMax(x) < i . Then the probability qi that during the run the parent individual
never has fitness i satisfies

qi ≤ n − i

n(1 − 1
n )i−1

.

Proof Since we assume that we start below fitness level i , by Lemma 10 (and using
the notation from that lemma for a moment) we have

qi ≤ max{Pr[x → A≥i+1 | x → A≥i ] | OneMax(x) < i}
≤ max

k∈[0..i−1]
pk,≥i+1

pk,≥i
.
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Hence it suffices to show that pk,≥i+1
pk,≥i

≤ n−i
n(1− 1

n )i−1 for all k ∈ [0..i − 1], and this is

what we will do in the remainder of this proof.
Let us, slightly abusing the common notation, write Bin(m, p) to denote a random

variable following a binomial law with parameters m and p. Let k, � ∈ N with k ≤ �.
Noting that the only way to generate a search point in A� from some x ∈ Ak is to flip,
for some j ∈ [� − k..min{n − k, �}], exactly j of the n − k zero-bits of x and exactly
j − (� − k) of the k one-bits, we easily obtain the well-known fact that

pk,� =
min{n−k,�}∑

j=�−k

Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = j]Pr[Bin(k, p) = j − (� − k)]

=
min{n−k,�}∑

j=�−k

(
n − k

j

)(
k

j − (� − k)

)

p2 j−�+k(1 − p)n−2 j+�−k .

Since p = 1
n , the mode of Bin(n − k, p) is at most 1. Since the binomial distribution

is unimodal, we conclude that Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = j] ≤ Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = � − k]
for all j ≥ � − k. Consequently, the first line of the above set of equations gives

pk,� ≤ Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = � − k]
min{n−k,�}∑

j=�−k

Pr[Bin(k, p) = j − (� − k)]

≤ Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = � − k]Pr[Bin(k, p) ∈ [0..min{n − �, k}]]
≤ Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = � − k]

and thus

pk,≥� ≤ Pr[Bin(n − k, p) ≥ � − k]. (1)

We recall that our target is to estimate pk,≥i+1
pk,≥i

for all k ∈ [0..i − 1]. By (1), we have

pk,≥i+1 ≤ Pr[Bin(n − k, p) ≥ i + 1 − k]
≤ (i + 1 − k)(1 − p)

i + 1 − k − (n − k)p
Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = i + 1 − k],

where the last estimate is [29, equation following Lemma 1.10.38]. We also have
pk,≥i ≥ pk,i ≥ (1 − p)k Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = i − k]. Hence from

Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = i + 1 − k]
Pr[Bin(n − k, p) = i − k] =

( n−k
i+1−k

)
pi+1−k(1 − p)n−k−(i+1−k)

(n−k
i−k

)
pi−k(1 − p)n−k−(i−k)

= (n − i)p

(i + 1 − k)(1 − p)
,
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we conclude

pk,≥i+1

pk,≥i
≤ (i + 1 − k)(1 − p)

i + 1 − k − (n − k)p

(n − i)p

(i + 1 − k)(1 − p)k+1

= (n − i)p

((i − k) + (1 − (n − k)p))(1 − p)k

≤ n − i

n(i − k)(1 − 1
n )k

,

using again that p = 1
n . For k ∈ [0..i − 1], this expression is maximal for k = i − 1,

giving that qi ≤ n−i
n(1− 1

n )i−1 as claimed. �	
With this estimate, we can now easily give a very tight lower bound on the run time

of the (1 + 1) EA on OneMax.

Theorem 13 Let k, � ∈ [0..n] with k < �. Then the expected number Tk,� of iterations
the (1 + 1) EA optimizing OneMax and initialized with any search point x with
OneMax(x) = k takes to generate a search point z with fitness OneMax(z) ≥ � is
at least

Tk,� ≥ T̃k,� − (� − k − 1)e(e − 1) exp

(
k

n − 1

)

,

where T̃k,� is the upper bound stemming from the fitness level method as defined at
the beginning of this section. This lower bound holds also for Tk′,� with k′ ≤ k, that
is, when starting with a search point x with OneMax(x) ≤ k.

Proof We use our main result, Theorem 8. We note first that when assuming that the
level process regarded in Theorem 8 starts on level k′, then the expected time for it
to reach level � or higher is at least

∑�−1
i=k′

vi
pi
. This follows immediately from the

proof of the theorem or by applying the theorem to the level process (X ′
t ) defined by

X ′
t = min{�, Xt } − k′ for all t .
Consider now a run of the (1+1)EAon theOneMax function startedwith an initial

search point x0 such that k′ = OneMax(x0) ≤ k. Denote by xt the individual selected
in iteration t as future parent. Then Xt = OneMax(xt ) defines a level process. As
before, we denote the probabilities to visit level i by vi , to not visit it by qi = 1−vi , and
to leave it to a higher level by pi . Using our main result and the elementary argument
above, we obtain an expected run time of

Tk′,� ≥
�−1∑

i=k′

vi

pi
≥

�−1∑

i=k

vi

pi
≥

�−1∑

i=k

1

pi
−

�−1∑

i=k+1

qi
pi

.

We note that the first expression is exactly the upper bound T̃k,� stemming from the
classic fitness level method. We estimate the second expression. We have

pi = pi,≥i+1 ≥ pi,i+1 ≥ (1 − 1
n )n−1 n−i

n , (2)
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where the last estimate stems from regarding only the event that exactly one missing
bit is flipped. Together with the estimate qi ≤ n−i

n(1− 1
n )i−1 from Lemma 12, we compute

�−1∑

i=k+1

qi
pi

≤
�−1∑

i=k+1

n − i

n(1 − 1
n )i−1

n

(n − i)(1 − 1
n )n−1

=
�−1∑

i=k+1

(

1 + 1

n − 1

)n+i−2

=
(

1 + 1

n − 1

)n+k−1 �−k−2∑

j=0

(

1 + 1

n − 1

) j

=
(

1 + 1

n − 1

)n+k−1
(
1 + 1

n−1

)�−k−1 − 1
(
1 + 1

n−1

)
− 1

=
(

1 + 1

n − 1

)n+k−1

(n − 1)

((

1 + 1

n − 1

)�−k−1

− 1

)

≤ (n − 1) exp

(
n + k − 1

n − 1

)(

exp

(
� − k − 1

n − 1

)

− 1

)

= (n − 1)e exp

(
k

n − 1

)(

exp

(
� − k − 1

n − 1

)

− 1

)

≤ (n − 1)(e − 1)e exp

(
k

n − 1

)
� − k − 1

n − 1
, (3)

where the estimate in (3) uses the well-known inequality 1+r ≤ er valid for all r ∈ R

and the last estimate exploits the convexity of the exponential function in the interval
[0, 1], that is, that exp(α) ≤ 1 + α(exp(1) − exp(0)) for all α ∈ [0, 1]. �	

The result above shows that the classic fitness level method and our new lower
bound method can give very tight run time results. We note that the difference δk,� =
(� − k − 1)e(e − 1) exp( k

n−1 ) between the two fitness level estimates is only of order
O(�−k), in particular, only of order O(n) for the classic run time Trand,n , which itself
is of order Θ(n log n). Hence here the gap is only a term of lower order.

5.2 Estimating the Fitness Level Estimate T̃k,�

To make our results above meaningful, it remains to analyze the quantity T̃k,� =
∑�−1

i=k 1/pi , which is the estimate from the classic fitness level method.
Here, again, it turns out that upper bounds tend to be easier to obtain since they

require a lower bound for the pi , for which the estimate pi ≥ (1− 1
n )n−1 n−i

n from (2)
usually is sufficient. To ease the presentation, let us use the notation en = (1− 1

n )−(n−1)

and note that e(1 − 1
n ) ≤ en ≤ e, see, e.g., [29, Corollary 1.4.6]. With this notation,
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the lower bound (2) gives the upper bound

T̃k,� ≤ enn
�−1∑

i=k

1

n − i
=: T̃+

k,�. (4)

To prove a lower bound, we observe that

pi =
n−i∑

d=1

Pr[Bin(n − i, p) = d]Pr[Bin(i, p) < d].

We can thus estimate

pi ≤ Pr[Bin(n − i, p) = 1]Pr[Bin(i, p) = 0] + Pr[Bin(n − i, p) ≥ 2]

≤
(

1 − 1

n

)n−1 n − i

n
+ (n − i)(n − i − 1)

2n2
, (5)

where the last inequality follows from the estimate Pr[Bin(n, p) ≥ k] ≤ (n
k

)
pk , see,

e.g., [34, Lemma 3] or [29, Lemma 1.10.37]. We note that the first summand in (5) is
exactly our lower bound (2) for pi , so it is the second term that determines the slack
of our estimates. We estimate coarsely

1

pi
≥

((

1 − 1

n

)n−1 n − i

n
+ (n − i)(n − i − 1)

2n2

)−1

= 2enn2

2n(n − i) + en(n − i)(n − i − 1)

= enn(2n + en(n − i − 1)) − e2nn(n − i − 1)

(n − i)(2n + en(n − i − 1))

= enn

n − i
− e2nn(n − i − 1)

(n − i)(2n + en(n − i − 1))
≥ enn

n − i
− 1

2
e2n .

Summing over the fitness levels, we obtain

T̃k,� =
�−1∑

i=k

1

pi

≥
�−1∑

i=k

(
enn

n − i
− 1

2
e2n

)

= T̃+
k,� − 1

2e
2
n(� − k) =: T̃−

k,�. (6)
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We note that our upper and lower bounds on T̃k,� deviate only by T̃+
k,� − T̃−

k,� =
1
2e

2
n(� − k). Together with Theorem 13, we have proven the following estimates for

Tk,�, which are tight apart from a term of order O(� − k).

Theorem 14 The expected number of iterations the (1 + 1) EA optimizing OneMax,
started with a search point of fitness k, takes to find a search point with fitness � or
larger, satisfies

enn
n−k∑

i=n−�+1

1

i
− (� − k − 1)e(e − 1) exp

(
k

n − 1

)

− 1

2
e2n(� − k)

≤ Tk,� ≤

enn
n−k∑

i=n−�+1

1

i
,

where en := (1 − 1
n )−(n−1).

We recall from above that e(1 − 1
n ) ≤ en ≤ e. We add that for � < n, the sum

∑n−k
i=n−�+1

1
i is well-approximated by ln( n−k

n−�
), e.g., ln( n−k

n−�
) − 1 <

∑n−k
i=n−�+1

1
i <

ln( n−k
n−�

) or
∑n−k

i=n−�+1
1
i = ln( n−k

n−�
)−O( 1

n−�
), see, e.g., [29, Sect. 1.4.2] and note that

∑n−k
i=n−�+1

1
i = ∑n−k

i=1
1
i − ∑n−�

i=1
1
i . For � = n, we have ln(n − k) <

∑n−k
i=n−�+1

1
i ≤

ln(n − k) + 1 and
∑n−k

i=n−�+1
1
i = ln(n − k) + O( 1

n−k ).
When starting the (1 + 1) EA with a random initial search point, the following

bounds apply.

Theorem 15 There is an absolute constant K such that the expected run time T =
Trand,n of the (1 + 1) EA with random initialization on OneMax satisfies

enn
n/2�∑

i=1

1

i
− 4.755n − K ≤ T ≤ enn

n/2�∑

i=1

1

i
+ K .

In particular,

en ln(n) − 4.871n − O(log n) ≤ T ≤ en ln(n) − 0.115n + O(1).

Proof By [11, Theorem 2], the expected run time of the (1 + 1) EA with random
initialization on OneMax differs from the expected run time when starting with a
search point on level AM , M := �n/2�, by at most a constant. Hence we have T ≤
TM,n + O(1) ≤ T̃+

M,n + O(1) = enn
∑n/2�

i=1
1
i + O(1) by Theorem 14.

For the lower bound, we use Eq. (3) in the proof of Theorem 13, which is slightly
tighter than the result stated in the theorem itself. Together with (6), we estimate

T ≥ TM,n − O(1)
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≥ T̃M,n − (n − 1) exp( n+M−1
n−1 )(exp( n−M−1

n−1 ) − 1) − O(1)

≥ T̃+
M,n − 1

2e
2
n(n − M) − ne1.5 exp( 0.5

n−1 )(e
0.5 − 1) − O(1)

= T̃+
M,n − 1

4e
2n − n(1 + O( 1n ))(e2 − e1.5) − O(1)

= T̃+
M,n − n( 54e

2 − e1.5) − O(1) ≥ T̃+
M,n − 4.755n − O(1).

The second set of estimates stems from noting that T̃+
M,n = enn

∑n/2�
i=1

1
i =

enn(ln(n/2�) + γ ± O( 1n )) = e(1 − O( 1n ))n(ln n − ln 2 + γ ± O( 1n )), where
γ = 0.5772156649 . . . is the Euler-Mascheroni constant. �	

Let us comment a little on the tightness of our result. Due to the symmetries in
the OneMax process, the probability to leave the i-th fitness level is independent of
the particular search point x ∈ Ai the current parent is equal to. Consequently, in
principle, Theorems 9 and 8 give the exact bound

E[T ] =
n−1∑

k=0

2−n
(
n

k

) n−1∑

i=k

vi |k
pi

,

where vi |k denotes the probability that the process started on level k visits level i .
The reasonwhywe cannot avoid a gap of orderΘ(n) in our bounds is that computing

the vi |k and pi precisely is very difficult. Let us regard the vi |k first. It is easy to see
that states i with k < i ≤ (1 − ε)n, ε a positive constant, have a positive chance
of not being visited: By Lemma 12, with probability Ω(1) level i − 1 is visited and
from there, again with probability Ω(1), a two-bit flip occurs that leads to level i + 1.
Since with constant probability the last level visited below level i is not i − 1, and
since skipping level i conditional on the last level below i being at most i − 2 is, by a
positive constant, less likely that skipping level i when on level i − 1 before (that is,
pi−2,≥i+1
pi−2,≥i

≤ pi−1,≥i+1
pi−1,≥i

− Ω(1), we omit a formal proof of this statement), our estimate

qi |k ≤ max j∈[k..i−1]
p j,≥i+1
p j,≥i

already leads to a constant factor loss in the estimate of
the qi , which translates into a Θ(n) contribution to the gap of our lower bound from
the truth. To overcome this, one would need to compute qi |k = ∑i−1

j=k Q j |k
p j,≥i+1
p j,≥i

precisely, where Q j |k is the probability that level j is the highest level visited below
i in a process started on level k. This appears very complicated.

The second contribution to our Θ(n) gap is the estimate of pi . We need a lower
bound on pi both in the estimate of the run time advantage due to not visiting all
levels (see Eq. (3)) and in the estimate of the run time estimate stemming from the
fitness level method (4). Since the qi are Ω(1) when i ≤ (1 − ε)n, a constant-factor
misestimation of the pi leads to a Θ(n) contribution to the gap. Unfortunately, it is
hard to avoid a constant-factor misestimation of the pi , i ≤ (1 − ε)n. Our estimate
pi ≥ (1 − 1

n )n−1 n−i
n only regards the event that the i-th level is left (to level i + 1)

by flipping exactly one zero-bit into a one-bit. However, for each constant j the event
that level i + 1 is reached by flipping j + 1 zero-bits and j one-bits has a constant
probability of appearing. Moreover, for each constant j the event that level i is left to
level i + j also has a constant probability. For these reasons, a precise estimate of the
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pi appears rather tedious. We could imagine that either the methods developed in or
partial results proven in [36] could help giving more precise estimates for vi |k and pi ,
or even more directly for vi |k

pi
, but most likely this would still not be elementary.

In summary, we feel that our method quite easily gave a run time estimate precise
apart from terms of order O(n), but for more precise results drift analysis [45] might
be the better tool (though still the relatively precise estimate of the expected progress
from a level i ≤ (1 − ε)n, which will necessarily be required for such an analysis,
will be difficult to obtain).

5.3 Comparison with the Literature

We end this section by giving an overview on the previous works analyzing the run
time of the (1 + 1) EA on OneMax and comparing them to our result. Some of the
results described in the following, in particular, Sudholt’s lower bound [59], were also
proven for general mutation rates p instead of only p = 1

n . To ease the comparison
with our result, we only state the results for the case that p = 1

n . We note that with our
method we could also have analysed broader ranges of mutation rates. The resulting
computations, however, would have been more complicated and would have obscured
the basic application of our method.

To the best of our knowledge, the first to state and rigorously prove a run time
bound for OneMax was Rudolph in his dissertation [53, p. 95], who showed that
T = Trand,n satisfies E[T ] ≤ (1− 1

n )n−1n
∑n

i=1
1
i , which is exactly the upper bound

T̃+
0,n from the fitness level method and from only regarding the events that levels are

left via one-bit flips. A lower bound of n ln(n)− O(n log log n) was shown in [18] for
the optimization of a general separable function with positive weights when starting
in the search point (0, . . . , 0). From the proof of this result, it is clear that it holds
for any pseudo-Boolean function with unique global optimum (1, . . . , 1). This lower
bound builds on the argument that each bit needs to be flipped at least once in some
mutation step. It is not difficult to see that the expected time until this event happens
is indeed (1 ± o(1))n ln n, so this argument is too weak to make the leading constant
of E[T ] precise.

Only a very short time after these results and thus quite early in the young history
of run time analysis of evolutionary algorithms, Garnier, Kallel, and Schoenauer [33]
showed that E[T ] = en ln(n) + c1n + o(n) for a constant c1 ≈ −1.9, however, the
completeness of their proof has been doubted in [36]. Since at that early time precise
run time analyses were not very popular, it took a while until Doerr, Fouz, and Witt
[16] revisited this problem and showed with E[T ] ≥ (1 − o(1))en ln(n) the first
lower bound that made the leading constant precise. Their proof used a variant of
additive drift from [39] together with the potential function ln(Zt ), where Zt denotes
the number of zeroes in the parent individual at time t . Shortly later, Sudholt [58]
(journal version [59]) used his fitness level method for lower bounds to show E[T ] ≥
en ln(n) − 2n log log n − 16n. That the run time was E[T ] = en ln(n) − Θ(n) was
provenfirst in [17],where an upper boundof en ln(n)−0.1369n+O(1)2 was shownvia
variable drift for upper bounds [40,49] and a lower bound of E[T ] ≥ en ln(n)−O(n)

2 The constant 0.1369 was wrongly stated as 0.369 as pointed out in [48]
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was shown via a new variable drift theorem for lower bounds on hitting times. An
explicit version of the lower boundof en ln(n)−7.81791n−O(log n) and an alternative
proof of the upper bound en ln(n) − 0.1369n + O(1) was given in [48] via a very
general drift theorem.

The final answer to this problem was given in an incredibly difficult work by
Hwang, Panholzer, Rolin, Tsai, and Chen [36] (see [37] for a simplified version), who
showed E[T ] = en ln(n)+c1n+ 1

2e ln(n)+c2+O(n−1 log n)with explicit constants
c1 ≈ −1.9 and c2 ≈ 0.6.

In the light of these results, we feel that our proof of an en ln(n)±O(n) bound is the
first simple proof a run time estimate of this precision for this problem. Interestingly,
our explicit lower bound en ln(n) − 4.871n − O(log n) is even a little stronger than
the bound en ln(n) − 7.81791n − O(log n) proven with drift methods in [48].

6 Jump Functions

In this section, we regard jump functions, which comprise the most intensively studied
benchmark in the theory of randomized search heuristics that is not unimodal and
which has greatly aided our understanding of how different heuristics cope with local
optima [2–5,9,10,14,15,19,26,28,30,41,43,46,51,54–56,65].

For all representation lengths n and all k ∈ [1..n], the jump functionwith jump size
k is defined by

Jumpn,k(x) =
{ ‖x‖1 + k if ‖x‖1 ∈ [0..n − k] ∪ {n},
n − ‖x‖1 if ‖x‖1 ∈ [n − k + 1..n − 1],

for all x ∈ {0, 1}n . Jump functions have a fitness landscape isomorphic to OneMax,
except on the fitness valley or gap

Gn,k := {
x ∈ {0, 1}n | n − k < ‖x‖1 < n

}
,

where the fitness is low and deceptive (pointing away from the optimum).
For simple elitist heuristics, not surprisingly, the time to find the optimum is strongly

related to the time to cross the valley of lowfitness. For the (1+1)EAwithmutation rate
1
n , the probability to generate the optimum from a search point on the local optimum
L = {x ∈ {0, 1}n | ‖x‖1 = n − k} is pk = (1 − 1

n )n−kn−k , and hence the expected
time to cross the valley of low fitness is 1

pk
.

The true expected run time deviates slightly from this value, both because some
time is spent to reach the local optimum and because the algorithm may be lucky and
not need to cross the valley or not in its full width. The first aspect, making additive
terms of order at most O(n log n) more precise, can be treated with arguments very
similar to the ones of the previous section, so we do not discuss this here. More
interesting appears to be the second aspect. In particular for larger values of k, the
algorithm has a decent chance to start in the fitness valley. It is clear that even when
starting in the valley, the deceptive nature of the valley will lead the algorithm rather
towards the local optimum. We show now how our argumentation via omitted fitness
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levels allows to prove very precise bounds with elementary arguments. In principle,
we could also use our fitness level theorem, but since we shall regard only the single
level Nn,k = {x ∈ {0, 1}n | ‖x‖1 ∈ [0..n − k]}, we shall not make this explicit and
simply use the classic typical-run argument (that except with some probability q, a
state is reached from which the expected run time is at least some t , and that this gives
a lower bound of (1 − q)t for the expected run time).

The two previous analyses of the run time of the (1+1) EA on jump functions deal
with the problem of starting in the valley in a different manner. In [19], it is argued
that with probability at least 1

2 , the initial search point has at most n
2 ones. In case the

initial search point is nevertheless in the gap region (because k > n
2 ), then with high

probability a OneMax-style optimization process will reach the local optimum with
high probability in time O(n2) except when in this period the optimum is generated.
Since all parent individuals in this period have Hamming distance at least n

2 from
the optimum, the probability for this exceptional event is exponentially small. This
argument proves an Ω( 1

pk
) bound for the expected run time, and this for all values of

k ≥ 2. In [26], only the case k ≤ n
2 was regarded and it was exploited that in this case,

the probability for the initial search point to be in the gap (or the optimum) is only
2−n

( n
≤k−1

)
. This gives a lower bound of

(
1− 2−n

( n
≤k−1

)) 1
pk
, which is tight including

the leading constant for k ∈ [2.. n2 − ω(
√
n)].

We now show that estimating the probability of never reaching a search point x
with ‖x‖1 ≤ n − k is not difficult with arguments similar to the ones used in the
previous section. We need a slightly different approach since now the probability to
skip a fitness level is not maximal when closest to this fitness level (the probability
to skip Nn,k is maximal when the algorithm is in the lowest fitness level, which is in
Hamming distance k−1 from Nn,k). Interestingly, we obtain very tight bounds which
could be of some general interest, namely that the probability to never reach a point x
with ‖x‖ ≤ n − k is O( 1n ), when allowing an arbitrary initialization (different from
the global optimum), and is only O(2−n) when using the usual random initialization.

Theorem 16 Let n ∈ N and k ∈ [2..n]. Consider a run of the (1+1) EA with mutation
rate p = 1

n on the jump function Jumpn,k . Denote by N := Nn,k = {x ∈ {0, 1}n |
‖x‖1 ∈ [0..n − k]} the set of non-optimal solutions that do not lie in the gap region of
the jump function and by pk = (1− 1

n )n−kn−k the probability to generate the optimum
from a solution on the local optimum.

(i) Assume that the (1 + 1) EA starts with an arbitrary solution different from the
global optimum. Then with probability 1− O( 1n ), the algorithm reaches a search

point in N. Consequently, the expected run time is at least (1 − O( 1n ))p−1
k .

(ii) Assume that the (1+ 1) EA starts with a random initial solution. Then with prob-
ability 1− O(2−n), the algorithm reaches a search point in N. Consequently, the
expected run time is at least (1 − O(2−n))p−1

k .

Proof Denote by f the jump function Jumpn,k . We consider the partition of the search
space into the fitness levels of the gap as well as N and the optimum. Hence let

A j := {x ∈ {0, 1}n | f (x) = j} for j ∈ [1..k − 1],
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Ak := {x ∈ {0, 1}n | f (x) ∈ [k..n]} = N ,

Ak+1 := {(1, . . . , 1)}.

Let us also denote by G = A≤k−1 the set of solutions in the gap region. Our first
claim is that, regardless of the initialization as long as different from the optimum, the
probability qk that the algorithm never has the parent individual in Ak is O( 1n ). Since
we start the algorithm with a non-optimal search point, the only way the algorithm
can avoid Ak is that it starts with a solution in G and that at some time it generates the
global optimum from a solution in G. Denote by r j the probability that the algorithm,
if the current search point is in A j , in the remaining run generates the optimum from
a search point in A j . Then by a simple union bound, qk is at most the sum of the r j .
More precisely, let R j , j ∈ [1..k − 1], denote the event that the algorithm ever has a
search point from A j as parent individual. Then

qk =
k−1∑

j=1

Pr[R j ]r j ≤
k−1∑

j=1

r j .

The probability r j is exactly the probability that in the iteration in which from a
search point in A j a better individual is generated, this is actually the global optimum.
Hence r j = Pr[y = (1, . . . , 1) | f (y) > j], where y is amutation offspring generated
from a search point in A j . To be on the safe side, we also make this argument more
precise. Let us denote the parent individual at time t by x (t). Let t0 be a time such that
x (t0) ∈ A j . For all t ∈ N0, let Ot be the event that x (t) ∈ A j and x (t+1) = (1, . . . , 1),
that is, that in interation t the optimum is generated from a parent in A j . Then r j =∑∞

t=t0 Pr[Ot ]. Let T+ be the first (and only) time that from a search point in A j a
better solution is generated, that is, such that x (t) ∈ A j and f (x (t+1)) > f (x (t)). By
the law of total probability, we have

Pr[Ot ] = Pr[t = T+]Pr[Ot | t = T+] + Pr[t �= T+]Pr[Ot | t �= T+].

We note that Pr[Ot | t �= T+] = 0 because t < T+ implies x (t+1) ∈ A j and thus
x (t+1) �= (1, . . . , 1) and because t > T+ implies x (t) /∈ A j . Hence r j = ∑∞

t=t0 Pr[t =
T+]Pr[Ot | t = T+]. Since we have a Markov process, the particular time t has no
influence on the transition probabilities, and since we have symmetry in all search
points having the same number of ones, the particular parent at time T+ is irrelevant
(apart from the fact that it is in A j ). Consequently, r j = Pr[ f (y) = (1, . . . , 1) |
f (y) > j], where y is a mutation offspring from an arbitrary point in A j .
We now compute

r j = Pr[y = (1, . . . , 1) | f (y) > j] = Pr[y = (1, . . . , 1)]
Pr[ f (y) > j]

≤ n− j

(1 − 1
n )n−1 n− j

n

≤ e

n j−1(n − j)
, (7)
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where we estimated the probability to generate a search point with fitness better than
j by the probability of the event that a single one is flipped into a zero. Consequently,

qk ≤ ∑k−1
j=1 r j ≤ ∑n−1

j=1
e

n j−1(n− j)
= O( 1n ).

Once a search point in Ak is reached, the remaining run time dominates a geometric
distribution with success probability pk = (1 − 1

n )n−kn−k , simply because each of
the following iterations (before the optimum is found) has at most this probability of
generating the optimum; hence the expected remaining run time is at least 1

pk
. This

shows that the expected run time of the (1+1) EA started with any non-optimal search
point is at least (1 − qk)

1
pk
.

For the case of a random initialization, we proceed in a similar manner, but also
use the trivial observation that to skip the fitness range N by jumping from A j , j ∈
[1..k − 1], right into the optimum, it is necessary that the algorithm visits A j . To visit
A j , it is necessary that the initial search point lies in A1 ∪ · · · ∪ A j , which happens
with probability 2−n ∑k−1

i=1

(n
i

)
only. This, together with the observation that the only

other way to avoid Ak is that the initial individual is already the optimum, gives

qk ≤
k−1∑

j=1

⎛

⎝2−n
j∑

i=1

(
n

i

)
⎞

⎠ r j + 2−n .

Using a tail estimate for binomial distributions (equation (VI.3.4) in [31], also to be
found as (1.10.62) in [29]), we bound

∑ j
i=1

(n
i

) ≤ 1.5
(n
j

)
for all j ≤ 1

4n. We also note

from (7) that r j ≤ 4n− j in this case. For j ≥ 1
4n, we trivially have

∑ j
i=1 2

−n
(n
i

)
r j ≤

r j ≤ er−( j−1). Consequently,

qk ≤
n−1∑

j=1

⎛

⎝2−n
j∑

i=1

(
n

i

)
⎞

⎠ r j + 2−n

≤ 2−n1.5
�n/4�∑

j=1

(
n

j

)

r j +
n−1∑

j=n/4�
en−( j−1) + 2−n

≤ 2−n1.5
�n/4�∑

j=0

n j

j ! 4n
− j + O(n−(n/4)+1)

≤ 2−n6
�n/4�∑

j=0

1

j ! + O(n−(n/4)+1)

≤ 2−n6
∞∑

j=0

1

j ! + O(n−(n/4)+1) = 2−n6e + O(n−(n/4)+1).

Hence, as above, the expected run time is at least (1 − qk)
1
pk

= (1 − O(2−n)) 1
pk
. �	
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Wenote that theO( 1n ) term in thebound for arbitrary initialization cannot be avoided
in general, simply because when starting with a search point that is a neighbor of the
optimum, the first iteration with probability at least 1

en generates the optimum. The
O(2−n) term in the bound for random initialization is apparently necessary because
with probability 2−n already the initial random solution is the global optimum.

We also note that we did not optimize the implicit constants in the O( 1n ) and O(2−n)

term.Withmore care, these could be replacedby (1+o(1)) 1
e−1

1
n and (1+o(1)) e

e−12
−n ,

respectively.

7 A Bound for Long k-Paths

Long k-paths, introduced in [52], have been studied in various places; we point the
reader to [57] for a discussion, which also contains the formalization that we use. A
lower bound for long k-paths using FLM with viscosities was given in [59].

We use [57, Lemma 3] (phrased as a definition below) and need to know no further
details about what a long k-path is. In fact, our proof uses all the ideas of the proof of
[59], but cast in terms of our FLM with visit probabilities, which, we believe, makes
the proof simpler and the core ideas given by [59] more prominent. Note that [59]
first needs to extend the FLM with viscosities by introducing an additional parameter
before it is applicable in this case.

Definition 17 Let k, n be given such that k divides n. A long k-path is function f :
{0, 1}n → R such that

– The 0-bit string has a fitness of 0; there are m = k2n/k − k bit strings of positive
fitness, and all these values are distinct; all other bit strings have negative fitness.
We call the bit strings with non-negative fitness as being on the path and consider
them ordered by fitness (this way we can talk about the “next” element on the
path).

– For each bit string with non-negative fitness and each i < k, the bit string with
i-next higher fitness is exactly a Hamming distance of i away.

– For each bit string with non-negative fitness and each i ≥ k, the bit string with
i-next higher fitness is at least a Hamming distance of k away.

For an explicit construction of a long k-path, see [19,57]. The long k-paths are designed
such that optimization proceeds by following the (long) path and true shortcuts are
unlikely, since they require jumping at least k.

The following lower bound for optimizing long k-paths with the (1+1) EA is given
in [59]. Note that n is the length of the bit strings, m is the length of the path and p is
the mutation rate.

m
1 − 2p

p(1 − p)n
1 − 2p

1 − p

(

1 −
(

p

1 − p

)k
)m

. (8)

We want to show here that we can derive the essentially same bound with the same
ideas but less technical details.
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Note that the lower bound given in [59] is only meaningful for k ≥ √
n/ log(1/p),

as the last term of the bound would otherwise be close to 0:
(

1 −
(

p

1 − p

)k
)m

≤
(
1 − pk

)m ≤ exp(−mpk)

≤ exp(−2n/k pk) = exp(−2n/k−k log(1/p)).

We have that n/k − k log(1/p) is positive if and only if n/ log(1/p) ≥ k2.

In fact, if k = ω
(√

n/ log(1/p)
)
, we have

(

1 −
(

p

1 − p

)k
)m

≥
(
1 − (2p)k

)m

≥ 1 − m(2p)k

≥ 1 − 23n/k−k log(1/p)

= 1 − 2
√
no(log(1/p))−√

nω(log(1/p))

= 1 − 2−√
nω(log(1/p))

≥ 1 − 2−√
n .

This also entails

p ≤ exp(−n/k2).

With our fitness level method, we obtain the following lower bound. It differs
from Sudholt’s bound (8) by an additional term m, which reduces the lower bound.
Analyzing why this term does not appear in Sudholt’s analysis, we note that the γi, j
chosen in [59] are underestimating the true probability to jump to elements of the path
that aremore than k steps (on the path) away.When this is corrected, as confirmed to us
by the author, Sudholt’s proof would also only show our bound below. Consequently,
there is currently no proof for (8).

Theorem 18 Consider the (1+ 1) EA on a long k-path of length m with mutation rate
p ≤ 1/2 starting at the all-0 bit string (the start of the path).3

Let T be the (random) time for the (1 + 1) EA to find the optimum. Then

E[T ] ≥ m
1 − 2p

p(1 − p)n
1 − 2p

1 − p

(

1 − m

(
p

1 − p

)k−1
)m

.

Proof We are setting up to apply Theorem 8. We partition the search space in the
canonical way such that, for all i ≤ m with i > 0, Ai contains the only i-th point
of the path and nothing else, and A0 contains all points not on the path. In order to

3 This simplifying assumption about the start point was also made in [59].
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simplify the analysis, we will first change the behavior of the algorithm such that it
discards any offspring which differs from its parent by at least k bits. This will allow
us to apply Theorem 8 quickly and cleanly, afterwards we will show that the progress
of this modified algorithm is very close to the progress of the original algorithm.

In this modified process, we first consider the probability pi to leave a given level
i < m. For this, the algorithm has to jump up exactly j < k fitness levels, which is
achieved by flipping a specific set of j bits; the probability for this is

pi =
k−1∑

j=1

p j (1 − p)n− j ≤ (1 − p)n
∞∑

j=1

(
p

1 − p

) j

= (1 − p)n
p/(1 − p)

1 − p/(1 − p)

= p(1 − p)n
1

1 − 2p
.

Next we consider the probability vi to visit a level i . We want to apply Lemma 10,
so let some x ∈ A<i be given, on level �(x). Let d = i − �(x). Note that d is the
Hamming distance between x and the unique point in Ai . Thus, in case of d ≥ k, we
have Pr[x → Ai ] = 0, so suppose d < k. Then we have

Pr

[

x → Ai

∣
∣
∣
∣ x →

m⋃

j=i

A j

]

= Pr[x → Ai ]
Pr[x → ⋃m

j=i A j ]

= pd(1 − p)n−d

∑k
j=d p j (1 − p)n− j

= 1
∑k

j=d p j−d(1 − p)d− j

= 1
∑k−d

j=0 p j (1 − p)− j

≥ 1
∑∞

j=0 p
j (1 − p)− j

= 1 − p

1 − p

= 1 − 2p

1 − p
.

By Lemma 10, we can use this last term as vi in Theorem 8 (it also fulfills the second
condition of Lemma 10, since the process starts deterministically in the 0 string). Note
that neither pi nor vi depends on i . Using Theorem 8 and recalling that we have m
levels, we get a lower bound of

m
1 − 2p

p(1 − p)n
1 − 2p

1 − p
.
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Note that this is exactly the term derived in [59] except for a term correcting for the
possibility of jumps of more than k bits, which we also still need to correct for.

We now show that this probability of making a successful jump of distance at least
k is small. To that end we will show that it is very unlikely to leave a fitness level with
a large jump rather than just move to the next level.

Suppose the algorithm is currently at x ∈ Ai . Leaving x with a jump of at least k
to a specific element on the path is less likely the longer the jump is (since p ≤ 1/2).
Thus, we can upper bound the probability of jumping to an element of the path which
is more than k away as pk(1 − p)n−k . Thus, conditional on leaving the fitness level,
the probability of leaving it with a ≥ k-jump is

Pr[x → A≥i+k | x → A>i ] = Pr[x → A≥i+k]
Pr[x → A>i ]

≤ mpk(1 − p)n−k

p(1 − p)n−1

= m

(
p

1 − p

)k−1

.

Thus, the probability of never making an accepted jump of at least k is bounded from
below by the probability to, independently once for each of the m fitness levels, leave
the fitness level with a 1-step rather than a jump of at least k:

(

1 − m

(
p

1 − p

)k−1
)m

.

By pessimistically assuming that the process takes a time of 0 in case it ever makes
an accepted jump of at least k, we can lower-bound the expected time of the original
process to reach the optimum as the product of the expected time of the modified
process times the probability to never make progress of k or more. �	

8 Conclusion

In this work, we proposed a simple and natural way to prove lower bounds via fitness
level arguments. The key to our approach is that the true run time can be expressed
as the sum of the waiting times to leave a fitness level, weighted with the probability
that this level is visited at all. When applying this idea, usually the most difficult
part is estimating the probabilities to visit the levels, but as our examples Leading-
Ones, OneMax, jump functions, and long paths show, this is not overly difficult and
clearly easier than setting correctly the viscosity parameters of the previous fitness
level method for lower bounds. For this reason, we are optimistic that our method will
be an effective way to prove other lower bounds in the future, most easily, of course,
for problems where upper bounds were proven via fitness level arguments as well.

Our method makes most sense for elitist evolutionary algorithms even though
by regarding the best-so-far individual any evolutionary algorithm gives rise to a
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non-decreasing level process (at the price that the estimates for the level leaving
probabilities become weaker). We are optimistic that our method can be extended
to non-elitist algorithms, though. We note that the level visit probability vi for an
elitist algorithm is equal to the expected number of separate visits to this level (sim-
ply because each level is visited exactly once or never). When defining the vi as the
expected number of times the i-th level is visited, our upper and lower bounds of
Theorems 8 and 9 remain valid (the proof would use Wald’s equation). We did not
detail this in our work since our main focus were the elitist examples regarded in [59],
but we are optimistic that this direction could be interesting to prove lower bounds
also for non-elitist algorithms.
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